
PART 2 - GENERAL CONSTRUCTION WORK



SECTION 02070 - SELECTIVE DEMOLITION

PART 1 - GENERAL

1.1 RELATED DOCUMENTS

A. Drawings and general provisions of the Contract, including General and Supplementary
Conditions and Division 1 Specification Sections, apply to this Section.

1.2 DESCRIPTION OF WORK

A. Extent of selective demolition work is indicated on the drawings.

B. Type(s) of Selective Demolition Work:  Demolition requires the selective removal and
subsequent offsite disposal of the following:

1. Portion(s) of buildings structures, as indicated on drawings and as required, to
accommodate new construction.

2. Removal and protection of existing fixtures and equipment items indicated as "salvage".
   

C. Removal Work Specified Elsewhere:

1. Mechanical and Electrical Work - Cutting non-structural concrete floors and masonry
walls for underground piping, conduit, and for above grade piping, conduit, is included
with the work of the respective plumbing and electrical.

D. Related Work Specified Elsewhere:

1. Remodeling construction work and patching is included within the respective sections
of specifications, including removal of materials for re-use and incorporated into
remodeling or new construction. 

1.3 SUBMITTALS

A. Proposed Demolition Activities:  Submit schedule indicating proposed methods and
sequence of operations for selective demolition work to Owner's Representative for review
prior to commencement of work.  Provide starting and ending dates for each activity as
appropriate.  

1. Include coordination for shut-off, capping, and continuation of utility services as
required, together with details for dust and noise control protection.

2. Provide detailed sequence of demolition and removal work to ensure uninterrupted
progress of Owner's on-site operations.

3. Sequence construction so as to minimize obstruction of exits and provide temporary
alternate exits, as required by authorities having jurisdiction.

4. Coordinate with Owner's continuing occupation of portions of existing buildings, and
with Owner's reduced usage during summer months.
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B. Photographs:  Photograph existing conditions of structure, surfaces, equipment or
surrounding properties which could be misconstrued as damage resulting from selective
demolition work; file with Owner's Representative prior to starting work.

C. Project Record Documents:

1. Indicate unanticipated structural, electrical, or mechanical conditions.

1.4 JOB CONDITIONS

A. Occupancy:  Owner will be continuously occupying areas of the buildings immediately
adjacent to areas of selective demolition. Conduct selective demolition work in manner that
will minimize need for disruption of Owner's normal operations.  Provide minimum of 72
hours advance notice to Owner of demolition activities which will severely impact Owner's
normal operations.

B. Condition of Structures:  Owner assumes no responsibility for actual condition of items or
structures to be demolished.

1. Conditions existing at time of commencement of contract will be maintained by Owner
insofar as practicable.  However, variations within structure may occur by Owner's
removal and salvage operations prior to start of selective demolition work.

C. Protections:  Provide temporary barricades and other forms of protection, as required, to
protect Owner's personnel and general public from injury due to selective demolition work.

1. Provide protective measures, as required, to provide free and safe passage of Owner's
personnel and general public to and from occupied portions of buildings.

2. Protect existing finish work, from being damaged during the project, which is to remain
in place and becomes exposed during demolition operations.

3. Protect floors with suitable coverings so as to leave the flooring in same condition at
end of job.

4. Construct temporary insulated solid dustproof partitions, where required, to separate
areas where noisy or extensive dirt or dust operations are performed.  Equip partitions
with dustproof doors, if required.

5. Remove protections at completion of work.

D. Damages:  Promptly repair damages caused to adjacent facilities by demolition work at no
cost to Owner, including but not limited to concealed interior and exterior utility lines not
properly investigated by the contractor, prior to commencement of demolition work.

E. Traffic:  Conduct selective demolition operations and debris removal in a manner to ensure
minimum interference with roads, streets, walks, and other adjacent occupied or used
facilities.

1. Do not close, block or otherwise obstruct streets, walks or other occupied or used
facilities without written permission from authorities having jurisdiction.  Provide
alternate routes around closed or obstructed traffic ways if required by governing
regulations.
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F. Explosives:  Use of explosives will not be permitted.

G. Utility Services:  Maintain existing interior and exterior utilities indicated to remain, keep in
service, and protect against damage during demolition operations.

1. Do not interrupt existing utilities serving occupied or used facilities, except when
authorized in writing by authorities having jurisdiction.  Provide temporary services
during interruptions to existing utilities, as acceptable to governing authorities.

PART 2 - PRODUCTS  (Not Applicable).

PART 3 - EXECUTION

3.1 INSPECTION

A. Prior to commencement of selective demolition work, inspect areas in which work will be
performed.  

1. Photograph existing conditions of structure, surfaces, equipment or surrounding
properties which could be misconstrued as damage resulting from selective
demolition work; file with Owner's Representative prior to starting work.

2. Commencement of work shall constitute acceptance of conditions.  Any necessary
remedial work required to correct any unsatisfactory conditions, found after the start
of installation, will be provided at no cost to the Owner.

3. Prior to the commencement of work review the demolition activities with the Owner’s
representative to identify additional salvage items requested by the Owner.

3.2 PREPARATION

A. Cover and protect furniture, equipment and fixtures to remain from soiling or damage when
demolition work is performed in rooms or areas from which such items have not been
removed.

B. Erect and maintain dust-proof partitions and closures, as required, to prevent spread of dust
or fumes to occupied portions of the buildings.

1. Provide weatherproof closures for exterior openings resulting from demolition work.

C. Locate, identify, stub off and disconnect utility services that are not indicated to remain.

1. Provide by-pass connections as necessary to maintain continuity of service to occupied
areas of buildings.  Provide minimum of 72 hours advance notice to Owner if
shut-down of service is necessary during change-over.

3.3 DEMOLITION

A. Perform selective demolition work in a systematic manner.  Use such methods as required
to complete work indicated on Drawings in accordance with demolition schedule and
governing regulations.
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1. Demolish concrete and masonry in small sections.  Cut concrete and masonry at
junctures with construction to remain using power-driven masonry saw or hand tools;
do not use power-driven impact tools.

a. The Contractor shall use caution when cutting into existing masonry construction 
(eg.: concrete slabs, single wythe and cavity wall construction) as there may be un-
documented utilities within the cavity or built into the cores of cmu wall
construction or under the floor slab. The contractor shall perform all necessary
investigation prior to demolition work to determine the presence of existing
utilities within construction to be demolished, including but not limited to radar,
thermal, impact echo, etc.  The Contractor shall pay for restoring / repairing the
existing construction if utilities are cut and proper selective demolition
investigation work was not performed.  Refer to Section 01050.

2. Locate demolition equipment throughout structure and promptly remove debris to
avoid imposing excessive loads on supporting walls, floors or framing.

3. Provide services for effective air and water pollution controls,  as required by authorities
having jurisdiction.

4. For interior slabs on grade, use removal methods that will not crack or structurally
disturb adjacent slabs or partitions. Use power saw where possible.

B. If unanticipated mechanical, electrical or structural elements which conflict with intended
function or design are encountered, investigate and measure both nature and extent of the
conflict. Submit report to Owner's Representative / Architect in written, accurate detail. 
Pending receipt of directive from Owner's Representative / Architect rearrange selective
demolition schedule as necessary to continue overall job progress without delay.

3.4 SALVAGE MATERIALS

A. Salvage Items:  Where indicated on Drawings as "Salvage-Deliver to Owner", carefully remove
indicated items, clean, store and turn over to Owner and obtain receipt.

1. Unless otherwise indicated all materials, items, equipment, etc. resulting from
demolition work shall be removed from the site at the Contractor’s expense. 

B. Historic artifacts, including cornerstones and their contents, commemorative plaques and
tablets, antiques, and other articles of historic significance remain the property of the Owner.
Notify Owner's Representative if such items are encountered and obtain acceptance
regarding method of removal and salvage for Owner.

3.5 DISPOSAL OF DEMOLISHED MATERIALS

A. Remove debris, rubbish and other materials resulting from demolition operations from
building site.  Transport and legally dispose of materials off site.

B. If hazardous materials are encountered during demolition operations, notify the Owner’s
Representative immediately, comply with applicable regulations, laws, and ordinances
concerning removal, handling and protection against exposure or environmental pollution.

C. Burning of removed materials is not permitted on project site.
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3.6 CLEAN-UP AND REPAIR

A. Upon completion of demolition work, remove tools, equipment and demolished materials
from site.  Remove protections and leave interior areas broom clean.

B. Repair demolition performed in excess of that required.  Return structures and surfaces to
remain to condition existing prior to commencement of selective demolition work.  Repair
adjacent construction or surfaces soiled or damaged by selective demolition work.

END OF SECTION 02070
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